
Greetings!

We are so excited to create this new opportunity to showcase and honor the talent of our
Thespians across the state of South Carolina. This is a new program and it is intended to grow
into a large program to include all areas of theatre in the coming years. We wanted to take the
first step and start with something that we could grow into a full experience in the future!

DANCE VIDEOS:
● MOVER VERSION: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd0yz5pZeDI
● DANCER VERSION: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7GwGRjxJh8
● TUTORIAL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRnNyO0WU0g

Here is a message from our Choreographer and Leader on this new endeavor:

We are looking for a dynamic group of actors, singers & movers/dancers to comprise our large
group number to Seize the Day. Not all students will be required to perform in all the dance
sections, so do not hesitate to modify the movement as mentioned in the tutorial. If anyone
tumbles: please include any tricks (walkovers, flips, toe touches) after filming themselves
dancing the combo. Do not push yourself if you are not comfortable doing so. Thank you in
advance!

Who is our Choreographer? Meet Mackenzie Warren!
Mackenzie is honored to return to her home state where
her love of storytelling began. She has called New York
her home for almost 13 years after getting a BFA in
Musical Theatre from the University of Oklahoma. She
spent a decade performing in Broadway shows, tours and
theatres around the country including the Broadway
revival of Cats (Bombalurina), and the First National Tours
of Pippin (Swing, Fastrada u/s) and Anything Goes (Reno
u/s). She is currently the office manager for VC firm
Thrive Capital, maintains a small calligraphy/design
business, is actively involved in her church, tap dances
any chance she gets, and loves to go hiking to get out of
the city.

REMEMBER - Above all else… HAVE FUN!

Audition Form and Upload Videos Here: https://forms.gle/ahhHuZ55dJbeLbhZ7
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